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Lord, protect me from my friends because I can handle my enemies. Romeo had high hopes of
flourishing from his illegal but prosperous business...He never bargained for falling in love
unexpectedly along the way. Shayla was everything he was not; the total opposite of hard-edged
and callous. And while Romeo was the bad boy her mama had warned her about, she still loved him
despite his many flaws. All odds were stacked against them, especially considering their blatant
differences. With vengeful exes still in the picture and enemies from the past lurking in the shadows,
can this unlikely couple overcome the obstacles they're faced with...or will they ultimately crash and
burn? Desmond just wants to be happy with the woman of his dreams, but his baby mama Dana is
not having it. There is no limit to the things she'll do to wedge him and Kimberlyn apart. If dealing
with Desmond's crazy ex isn't enough, Kim really has her hands full when a former finance pops up
out of the blue. Follow these couples' journey as they take you on an emotional rollercoaster in the
final installment of "Flawless".
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Flawless 3 does not disappoint! It picked up right from the last book and was action packed from

beginning to end. The characters were well developed and I was able to connect with them, which is
a plus. I think we all know girls like Kimberlyn & Shayla; and can probably relate to them in many of
the situations they were in. However, Kimberlyn made me want to jump in the story and knock some
sense into her! Lol! I also enjoyed the introduction of Liberty and Apollo & hope to read more of their
story.

WOW!!!! This entire series had so much drama, infidelity, and death I thought I was in a movie. Jade
Jones definitely has that IT factor when it comes to creating an seemingly realistic tale of fiction. I
loved and hated these character, and the things they did made me scream. I rooted for them. I cried
with them. I became so emotional as I read . I was never bored. This was a really good series. You
won't be disappointed!

Lots of action interesting characters and storylines, and a well written narrative. However, I was
disappointment that this was not really the final installment. Some of the main characters had some
of their issues resolved but some, two in particular, were not resolved. They are continued in
another installment with a different title and an additional writer. I am looking for the next installment.

I love every book that you write you really know how to keep the suspense flowing and keep the
people who suppose to be together together. this book was good from beginning to end and since
I'm so nosey I'm about to read the next trilogy. keep doing an excellent job as always your biggest
fan

This was a great ending I hate that Dana had to die the way that she did. But you should always
learn to let go. Also never forget your enemies but in the end everything worked out. Wow this was
a great book keep up the good job.

First let me say.....I didn't think the series could get any better but Ms. Jones proved me wrong!!! It
was full of suspense and action. I'm glad some people got what they finally deserved and was a little
shocked at who was out to get Des......Glad it ended with a bang and can't wait to read about
Liberty, Quay and Apollo!

From the beginning to the end i was on edge! Never was there a dull moment. I didnt rush or skip
any pages. First off let me say this both couples had me holding my breath with there little secrets.

The crazy ex's were something else as well SMH. But that ending WOWZERS. Oh yes
#TeamApollo

OMG, this series was so dam good I tell you, if you haven't read this series, you are truly missing
out....I won't tell the story but it's some ruthless people in this book, one series from beginning to the
end....Thanks Jade and keep them good books coming.....
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